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Drive meaningful change with insights 
from your data to build smarter 
applications, increase productivity, 
and surface business insights.
Unlock the value of data with Lunavi business insights and analytics solutions:

Data Strategy – Lunavi will assist in defining your expectations and desired 
outcomes, aligning your data with existing and compatible future technology. 
We will assess processes across your organization for handling and storing 
data to provide optimized and secure solutions.   

Data Project Planning – Our experts combine Agile Project Delivery with the 
Azure Data Platform to align desired business outcomes for your data and 
application integrations to surface the insights identified within the overall 
strategy and vision.

Data Architecture – We’ll work with your team to design and build the data 
environment with the right combination of platforms and services for your 
application, including migration, testing, integration, and subscription support. 

Data Reporting & Refinement – Expert coaching, best practices, 
documentation, and processes are shared with your team so you’re prepared 
to manipulate, report, and act on your insights. We also help refine the 
analytics to better serve your goals for the future.

Inform Your 
Decisions with 

Actionable Insights

Lunavi helps clients surface 
business insights from  

self-service solutions like 
Power BI, Azure Data, and 

Analytics platforms. We build 
“Smart Applications”  and data 

platforms that:

• Utilize custom dashboards and data 
visualization for your unique use 

• Build competitive advantage from 
embedding the intelligence into our 
solutions to give you an edge 

• Combine the tools, data, and 
analytics into your application to 
create innovation to drive you forward 

Data & Analytics 
Solutions

Power Platform & Azure Reports

The information you need, when you need it. With the power of cloud data 
platforms, Lunavi can surface insights that inform you at-a-glance on the 
state of your business operations. We are your your Azure Expert MSP 
and can provide native integration with Microsoft Azure and 365 apps that 
you’re using today. With these platforms and data integration, you can 
have real-time data and vizualizations accessible on any device along with 
surfacing granular insights for any business initiative.



ABOUT LUNAVI

As a leading managed service provider and consulting firm, Lunavi is focused on helping customers advance their digital 
transformation goals by modernizing business applications, migrating solutions to the cloud, designing hybrid cloud solutions, and 
applying Agile and DevOps engineering practices to build new, innovative solutions. Our portfolio of services is designed to provide 
continuous improvement along each step of the IT journey to maximize business value and success. We are a Microsoft Cloud 
Solution provider Azure Expert MSP, offering deep expertise in the Microsoft ecosystem of enterprise IT software and services.  
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LUNAVI DATA & ANALYTICS SOLUTIONS

Azure Data Services & Power Platform

Lunavi delivers modern data practices with the power of Microsoft Azure and Microsoft data services. We have 
spent years building analytics solutions, focusing on not just building reports, but embedding the intelligence 
into our solutions. With the help of our experts, you’ll be able to harness the power of your data to gain  
competitive business advantage.

Power BI Power AppsPower Automate Power Virtual Agents

Lunavi Cloud Analytics Workshop
Learn the fundamentals of Azure Data Factory and Power BI including an assessment of your existing data estate, an 
overview of data and analytics capabilities in the cloud, importing a dataset of your choice to Azure, and a custom  
dashboard based on identified KPIs and business goals.

While the past decade has been a story of moving from hardware-centric computing to application-centric computing, the 
next step is all about data. Your business already has it – huge volumes of information generated every day during normal 
operations. Learn how to start harnessing it using Microsoft Azure platforms and Power BI in this two-week workshop.

Lunavi consultants will help you take your first steps into the world of cloud analytics, including:
• Assessment of existing data estate and sources across your organization
• Overview of Azure data platforms including data warehousing, data lakes, import/export

methods, system architecture, and governance
• Importing chosen dataset into Azure Data Factory, configuring Data Warehouse and/or

SQL Server
• Designing custom dashboard in Power BI with essential metrics identified by your business
• If desired, substitution of Azure Synapse can be provided instead of SQL and Power BI

combination, with additional cost




